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The BETICKLED EFFECT

Tickle is more than just a social app, it's a lifestyle choice. We
encourage people to stop hiding behind their social profiles and really
build relationships in the real world. We encourage confidence,
integrity, friendship, and meaningful conversations in real life. Online
is where the connection starts, but it's offline and in the real world
where new relationships are finally forged and made even stronger.
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ABOUT THE APP DEVELOPER
Jewel Studio Co. exists to make a contribution to the world by
making products that satisfy the mind and spirit of humankind by
helping them live more fulfilling and empowered personal and
social lives.We define such a life as one where there is love,
affection, human connection, self-expression, self-awareness,
economic & personal collaboration, entertainment, leisure,
justice, fairness, protection, and ample avenues to make money
using one's talents and resources.

Visit www.betickled.com for more information.

For more inquiries and partnership, email
brandambassador@betickled.com

